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The PCI StandardThe PCI StandardThe PCI StandardThe PCI Standard    

The Payment Card Industry Standard applies to every organization that 

processes credit or debit card information, including merchants and third-party 

service providers that store, process or transmit credit card/debit card data. 

This new set of guidelines and operational requirements went into effect June 

30th, 2007, and companies outlined above are now required to adhere to the 

PCI standard. Failure to comply with the Payment Card Industry security 

standards may result in heavy fines, restrictions or permanent expulsion from 

card acceptance programs. In order to attain PCI compliance, certain tests and 

questionnaires must be filled out and turned into your merchant bank. A 

company’s merchant bank will then report back to the Payment Card Industry 

that the company is PCI compliant. For a company to gain PCI compliance, 

that company’s bank / financial institution should be consulted to ensure the 

proper process is adhered to, as the certification process varies depending on 

the size of the business and other factors1.  

 

PCI HistoryPCI HistoryPCI HistoryPCI History    

The Payment Card Industry (PCI) Data Security Standard was created by 

major credit card companies to protect customer information, safeguard 

transactions, and provide risk assessment by identifying vulnerabilities or 

exploits that could be used to compromise systems and interfere with the 

integrity of the process.  

On December 15th 2004, Visa, MasterCard, American Express, and Discover 

combined resources to create the PCI standard, which would allow them to 

meet the needs of their existing individual programs under a standardized 

process, thus making the ability of their merchants to comply easier, and with 

less procedures to research and follow. In streamlining the simplicity of the 

requirements, the vendors increase their chance that merchants will 

understand how to properly comply with their requirements, and not have to 

research individual standards for each company. PCI effectively combines 

requirements of the following programs: 

                                                

1 For more information see https://www.pcisecuritystandards.org 
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Visa - CISP (Cardholder Information Security Program) 

MasterCard - SDP (Site Data Protection) 

American Express - DSS (Data Security) 

Discover - DISC - (Data Security Guidelines) 

 

Astaro’s line of Unified Threat Management Security Gateway appliances can 

be used by participating financial institutions and merchant locations to assist 

them in meeting the requirements set forth by the PCI standard. Read on to 

understand how Astaro can help you meet the guidelines of the PCI program. 

 

The Challenges of Point ProductsThe Challenges of Point ProductsThe Challenges of Point ProductsThe Challenges of Point Products    

In deploying new technical solutions, companies often face a requirement to 

spend a large amount of money acquiring products for various tasks on the 

network. This type of point-product approach requires solutions be researched 

and purchased for most individual areas of network protection, and in addition 

to high-costs, brings with it steep learning curves for configuration, network 

installation downtime, and integration challenges to make them all work 

together in the correct order and harmony. 

Combine the point-product approach with a tight timeline to assure PCI 

compliance, and not only will a company need to spend massive amounts of 

money on the solutions, they also need to get the correct resource(s) trained 

and able to administer the solutions, and the entire plan deployed and made 

ready to operate in a live production environment without adversely affecting 

network operations. There is however an alternative: Astaro’s line of Unified 

Threat Management Security Gateways allows companies to address all areas 

of PCI implementation on a single product. This then enables a customer to 

purchase and maintain only one solution, and have everything run smoothly 

and in harmony. As well, all areas of the product can be administered with our 

own WebAdmin interface, with no tedious command line syntaxes or 

convoluted GUI’s to become educated on. For sensitive high-uptime 

installations, you can combine up to ten Astaro Security Gateway appliances in 

a load-sharing, failover-capable cluster to deliver all the benefits of a Unified 

Threat Management approach and eliminate the “single point of failure” 

argument against such a deployment. With Astaro, there are always options, 

and complying with PCI has never been easier. 
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The PCI The PCI The PCI The PCI Guidelines and the Astaro Guidelines and the Astaro Guidelines and the Astaro Guidelines and the Astaro Unified Unified Unified Unified 

Threat ManagementThreat ManagementThreat ManagementThreat Management    SolutionSolutionSolutionSolution    

The PCI Standard is a list of 12 requirements located in 6 control-groups, all of 

which must be addressed by any merchant or institution that wishes to do 

business using payment cards from the major credit card companies. The 

following pages will educate on the PCI Standard, and how Astaro’s award-

winning Unified Threat Management Security Gateways2 can be used to assist 

this process with a minimal amount of time, effort, and training. 

 

BuBuBuBuild and Maintain a Secure Networkild and Maintain a Secure Networkild and Maintain a Secure Networkild and Maintain a Secure Network    

1) Install and maintain a firewall configuration to protect 

cardholder data.  

A firewalls primary purpose is to separate the trusted internal side (or LAN) of 

a network from an un-trusted public side, such as the Internet. Astaro utilizes 

a powerful firewall component that allows for extremely granular controls as to 

what can pass through the device in both incoming and outgoing directions. In 

addition, Astaro Security Gateway products ship from the factory in a state 

that denies all traffic flows, meaning that an administrator must specifically 

“punch holes” for the traffic they wish to allow through the device. This 

approach ensures that there are no hidden allowances on the device which 

might cause unapproved traffic flows that compromise the security of the 

network without the administrator’s knowledge. By shipping as a default-deny 

policy, administrators can easily verify the controls they have put in place, and 

are not left wondering what else they must research and do to “lock down” the 

installation. 

 

2)  Do not use vendor-supplied defaults for system passwords 

and other security parameters 

Astaro knows that many hackers and those that wish to exploit systems often 

start with a known list of commonly used or default access passwords for a 

certain systems, in the hopes of finding a location where the administrators 

have either forgotten, (or simply not bothered) to change the default security 

passwords and access methods put in place during installation or at the 

factory.  

                                                

2 See awards and certifications at 

http://www.astaro.com/references/awards_certifications 
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All Astaro Security Gateway models require that the administrator enter new 

password information for our WebAdmin upon first login, and by default the 

SSH (command line) access to our environment is disabled. Should the 

administrator of the Astaro Security Gateway need command line access, they 

must first enable that function from within WebAdmin, and then set the 

necessary passwords themselves. This means there is no default set of logins 

that could be exploited to gain access to the system, and only passwords and 

procedures specifically implemented by an administrator can be used. 

 

Protect Cardholder DataProtect Cardholder DataProtect Cardholder DataProtect Cardholder Data    

3) Protect stored cardholder data. 

The best protection for your data is to deny intruders the ability to access it at 

all. By deploying an Astaro solution at your gateway, you can limit access to 

the internal network from the outside world, and also restrict the sessions that 

are allowed in to those using approved mediums, such as SSH or SSL. Rather 

than set global access permissions allowing any address or location to flow 

through the device, Astaro allows accesses by individual IP’s or hostnames, 

which provides a finer degree of access so you can specifically know where 

visitors will be accessing data from.  

 

4)  Encrypt transmission of cardholder data across open, public 

networks.  

The Internet is not a secure medium. Traffic that travels from one location to 

another is susceptible to interception from any point in between, which could 

be as little as one, or as many as hundreds. Any of these points could be 

malicious in nature and decide to sniff or examine the traffic as it passes 

through them, and in so doing compromises your data. The solution is to 

provide secure tunnels between these points that data can travel through 

encrypted, and Astaro provides an immense amount of options and 

configuration schemes designed to allow these tunnels, (VPNs) to be placed 

between Astaro and most other capable devices. By securing the traffic by 

means of DES or AES encryption at strengths up to 256 bits, transactions can 

be securely sent across a normal Internet connection without the need to 

purchase expensive, managed proprietary links (WANs) and dedicated VPN 

appliances. Not only can Astaro devices make these tunnels using hundreds of 

possible configuration variables to ensure communication to thousands of 

devices and endpoints, but the Administrator requires only a small amount of 
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knowledge and can build tunnels of enterprise-level strength and complexity 

with less than a dozen clicks on the Astaro Security Gatway menus. 

Tunnel security provides secure point-point data transfer, however Astaro can 

also trivialize the process of using company-wide e-mail encryption. By 

offloading the tedious task of educating employees on SMIME or OpenPGP 

encryption procedures, the Astaro Gateway can do the necessary encryption 

and decryption between compatible sources, with no client programs 

necessary. This industry-leading technology allows a full company adoption of 

secure encrypted e-mail, with no special learning curve for the employees. The 

administrators even have the option to pre-load Astaro with necessary 

certificates or key rings for the companies and individuals that require secure 

e-mail transactions, or just allow Astaro to watch active e-mail activity and 

adopt key information as it flows through the box. This allows all future 

communications to and from that outside user to be encrypted automatically, 

with no extra administrative steps. By offering unparalleled simplicity with 

industry standard encryption methods, supporting secure e-mail is now 

possible for all companies regardless of budget and user-experience. 

 

Maintain a VMaintain a VMaintain a VMaintain a Vulnerability Management Programulnerability Management Programulnerability Management Programulnerability Management Program    

5) Use and regularly update anti-virus software. 

Modern networks can be a mix of desktops, laptops, servers, and appliances, 

running various operating systems and platforms. Administrators face a large 

task in trying to standardize on an anti-virus solution that will accommodate 

their entire network, update itself regularly, and provide company-wide reports 

on virus activity, effectiveness, and current threats. However, by deploying up 

to three gateway Anti-virus systems on an Astaro solution, companies can use 

the gateway to remove virus threats at a single chokepoint. Combined with a 

desktop defense plan, gateway scanning from Astaro can make protecting 

against virus threats a much less tedious task, as you scan all incoming and 

outgoing traffic at the gateway. This approach allows viruses to be caught and 

discarded before they even enter the network and get the chance to cause 

damage, and the Astaro system updates every 15 minutes automatically with 

new patterns downloaded as needed, with no user input required or loss of 

operations during the update. In addition, should a virus be brought into the 

network by an outside source, it will not be allowed to pass through the Astaro 

outgoing, and infect your customers and business associates as a result.  
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6) Develop and maintain secure systems and applications.  

By providing several application proxies, Astaro can do much more than simply 

pass your traffic. Astaro systems can examine traffic and apply detailed 

filtering options to further secure the network and the transmissions. Our HTTP 

filtering allows companies to fully monitor what sites their users are visiting, 

for how long, and using how much bandwidth. In addition to the logging, 

Astaro can deploy URL, and Spyware filtering, Phishing attack prevention, and 

anti-virus scanning for downloaded files and objects. The approaches here can 

range from allowing everything and simply monitoring the activity, to fully 

restricting web-surfing to only a handful of approved sites. The configuration 

choices are there and the implementation takes just minutes.  

Astaro Mail filtering allows malicious and unwanted “dirty” mail to be deflected 

or stored on the gateway for review and/or retrieval by administrators or 

users, depending on the desired functionality and company policy. This allows 

for clean mail to travel easily to the server and inboxes, while unwanted mail 

can be dealt with using a variety of checks and options. With only a few clicks, 

you can fully filter both incoming and outgoing e-mail for Spam and Viruses, 

and even customize the system to ensure that mail from high priority sources 

is allowed immediate access. Further adding to Astaro’s capabilities is our 

exciting new Encryption functionality, which allows companies to deploy full 

PGP or SMIME abilities to their entire companies e-mail without the need for 

any desktop software or user training, making this a first on a Unified Threat 

Management product.  

 

ImplementImplementImplementImplement Strong Access Control Measures Strong Access Control Measures Strong Access Control Measures Strong Access Control Measures    

7) Restrict access to cardholder data by business need-to-

know.  

Astaro environments make possible extensive levels of granularity in many 

configuration areas. A common approach in a firewall is to make permissions 

allowing an internal network to access the Internet on a certain port/service. 

With Astaro, it is possible to set permissions and access controls down to 

single users or IP addresses, even within an already denied group. This allows 

you to avoid having to create extensive and complex additional security 

policies that single users are placed under, since you can simply target a user 

for additional permissions in tandem with their already-allowed actions under a 

broader group. Further, Astaro makes it possible to filter by source IP or 

hostname, so you can even make a port available from the outside to only a 
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certain source, and then re-use that same port for a different source, to a 

different destination internally. This provides thousands of configuration 

possibilities designed to make certain that the proper people are accessing 

resources, with no unneeded overlap of security permissions. 

 

8) Assign a unique ID to each person with computer access.  

In protecting your network, Astaro fully supports seamless integration to your 

Windows Active Directory and Novell E-Directory environments, with other 

options available as well (such as RADIUS, SAM etc.). By tying in your Astaro 

to your user directory structure, Astaro can track usages and monitor activity 

with full username support, so that time consuming lists which reference what 

user was using an IP become unnecessary. With each user being tracked and 

logged under their username, regardless of the workstation they are using, the 

reporting and forensic abilities of the company and administrators increase 

dramatically. This provides the powerful ability to quickly deploy multiple 

security profiles with various access permissions to the entire company based 

on user group, and ensure the proper employees have the necessary access 

they require. By having Astaro integrate with your user directory, you make 

anyone using the company network fully accountable. 

 

9) Restrict physical access to cardholder data.  

All Astaro appliances are rack-mountable, allowing them to be placed in the 

secure storage or network rooms at your company. In addition, the Astaro 

requires passwords be entered for any physical access, further keeping your 

network secured. By properly securing your crucial network components 

physically, potential malicious individuals cannot compromise the infrastructure 

of the site via console hacking or physically damaging or disabling equipment. 

 

RegulRegulRegulRegularly arly arly arly MMMMonitoronitoronitoronitor and Test Networks and Test Networks and Test Networks and Test Networks    

10) Track and monitor access to network resources and 

cardholder data. 

A strong feature of Astaro Security Gateway is logging system. Astaro logs 

every packet that passes through the device, and places it into a dedicated log 

file depending on the process that handled it, and the nature of the traffic. 

With over 40 separate log file sections, the information you need is always 

available for forensic analysis, reporting, or general viewing. In addition, the 
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logging system automatically archives and compresses the data each day, 

archives it, and opens new logs, putting the data you need just a few clicks 

away. For added redundancy, Astaro offers multiple configuration options 

where log files can be streamed to a syslog server, or bundled and sent nightly 

to an FTP server, secure network file share, or copied over SSH. 

Adding to the built-in reporting capabilities of the Astaro Security Gateway, is 

the Astaro Report Manager. This dedicated application runs on a separate 

server, where log-crunching CPU power can be given more freely to reporting 

operations without sacrificing the performance of the gateway device. This 

allows creation of hundreds of reports in thousands of different detail layouts, 

all fully searchable and customizable. Administrators can even maintain 

detailed mailing lists that send various reports to different company resources 

at configurable times, and monitor a live dashboard that is continually updated 

to show threats, monitoring triggers, and user-configured action items.  

 

11) Regularly test security systems and processes.  

Astaro is also equipped with a detailed and fully configurable built-in self-

monitoring system. This system monitors all the processes and daemons that 

run on device, and will trigger alerts and notifications for over 200 events that 

might require administrator action. By keeping administrators informed as to 

what is happening on their Astaro, and their Network, regular policing of the 

unit is not necessary. The WebAdmin interface also provides any logged-in 

administrator with a full systems overview, showing current bandwidth usage, 

hardware status of CPU, RAM, and other factors. Also provided are numerous 

top-10 lists providing information on the amount of e-mail and web pages 

surfed, top network users for the day, VPN activity and more. These in-line 

reports are generated new each day, which allow administrators to quickly 

identify spikes or anomalies in network activity so they can adapt and deal 

with issues as needed. 

 

MaintainMaintainMaintainMaintain an Information Security Policy an Information Security Policy an Information Security Policy an Information Security Policy    

12) Maintain a policy that addresses information security. 

Other solutions require complex certifications and lengthy training programs to 

deploy in a secure manner. Astaro’s WebAdmin GUI has been specifically 

designed to provide unsurpassed ease-of-use, so the focus can be on securing 

the network, not learning a new system for months on end. Overly complex 
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solutions also open the door for misconfiguration and subsequent security 

holes. Astaro’s 7th generation WebAdmin allows users to create and configure 

enterprise level security polices and access controls with just a few clicks, 

which are then passed to our own configuration daemon that does all the 

necessary steps in the security system. As a result, it has never been easier to 

deploy intricate and effective security configuration in a shorter amount of 

time. The added benefit is a company can bring new administrators online with 

minimal training, and the entire company policy can be reviewed, evaluated, 

adjusted and re-deployed on the fly at any time. We put the information you 

need at the front, so that configuration is never a mystery and digging through 

countless sub screens or command line files is not needed. 

 

Compliance EaseCompliance EaseCompliance EaseCompliance Ease----ofofofof----UseUseUseUse    

As the deadline for the PCI Standard looms, it is more important than ever for 

institutions to ensure compliance before penalties are assessed against them. 

By deploying a single, Unified Threat Management solution from Astaro, your 

PCI compliance can be all but addressed with minimal training and deployment 

planning, while enjoying an enterprise class of security tools in a single 

solution all designed to make your network security experience more effective 

than ever before.  
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